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Abstract: Big Data has been new, newer thing, which would see few organizations leapfrog rest to be best in the class. Data have 
now been woven in each and every sector along with function within world economy, as well as has been important factors of 
production like hard assets and also human capital; much about nowadays economic activity simply might not take place 
without them.  

 

Introduction 

Big data has been the term for the collection of data 
sets therefore bigger along with complicated that this 
becomes tougher to process utilizing the on hand database 
management techniques/older data processing 
applications (Powell, 2012). 

Utilization of the Big Data i.e. bigger pools of the 
data, which may be brought along and also evaluating to 
discern the patterns as well as making best decisions would 
become basis of the competition along with growth for the 
individual companies, increasing productivity along with 
developing particular value for world economy through 
diminishing waste as well as enhancing quality of products 
and also services. Organizations of all the sizes have been 
starting to reap advantages of the big data technology. 

Advantages of processing Big Data have been several 

Errors in between the company have been known 
instantly. Real time insight in the errors allows 
organizations to react fast for mitigating effects of the 
operational issues. It may save operation from falling 
behind/failing totally or this may save our consumers from 
having to stop utilizing our products.  

Newer strategies of our competition have been 
noticed immediately. Having Real Time Bigger Data 
Analytics we may stay single step ahead about 
competition/getting notified moment our direct competitor 
has been altering strategy/lowering their prices for 
instance.  

Service enhances dramatically that might lead 
towards high conversion rate along with additional 
revenue. While companies monitor products, which have 
been utilized by their consumers, this may proactively 
respond to the future failures. For instance, cars having the 
real time sensors may notify prior something has been 
going wrong along with letting driver to know that car 
requires maintenance.  

Fraud may be detected moment this occurs along 
with appropriate measures may also be taken to reduce 

damage. Financial world has been quite attractive for 
criminals. Having the real time safeguard system, attempts 
towards hacking in our companies have notified instantly. 
Our Information Technology security department may take 
immediately proper action.  

Application about Real-Time Big Data Analytics 
technique can be costly; this would eventually save too 
much money. There has been no waiting time for the 
business leaders along with in the memory databases i.e. 
important for the real time analytics, in addition diminishes 
burden on organizations total Information Technology 
landscape, freeing up resources earlier devoted to 
responding towards the requests for the reports (Rubin, 
2013).  

Better sales insights that might lead towards extra 
revenue. Real time analytics describes exactly how our sales 
have been doing along with in scenario the internet retailer 
sees that the product has been doing very well, this may 
take action to safeguard missing out/losing revenue.  

It has been keeping up with consumer 
trends. Insight in the competitive offerings, promotions or 
your consumer movements gives valuable information in 
regard to coming as well as moving consumer trends. 
Faster decisions may also be made with the real time 
analytics that best suit present customer.  

 Several nowadays data processing platforms let 
the data scientists evaluate, collect along with sift by several 
kinds of data. Whereas this also take certain technical 
knowhow for defining how data has been gathered and 
also stored, several of nowadays big data along with 
business intelligence techniques let the users to sit in 
driver's seat as well as work with the data without moving 
by several complex technical steps. 

Whereas business intelligence software market has 
been much mature, bigger data initiative has been moving 
towards needing the next level data visualization tools that 
shows BI data within easy to read charts, graphs along with 
slideshows. Because of huge quantities of the data that are 
being examined, those applications should be capable of 
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providing the processing engines, which let end users 
query along with manipulate information fast even in the 
real time in certain cases. Applications would in addition 
require adaptors, which may connect to the external 
sources for extra data sets. 

Disadvantages of the Big Data 

Real Time Big Data Analytics has not just been 
positive like this in addition provides certain challenges.  

This needs special computer power. Standard 
version of the Hadoop has been at moment, not however 
suitable for the real time evaluation. Newer tools are 
required to be bought along with utilized. There have been 
some tools present for doing job and also Hadoop would be 
capable of processing the data in the real-time in coming 
future.  

Utilizing real-time insights needs separate method 
of working in between our company: When our company 
generally just gets insights once in a week that has been 
quite general in lot of companies, getting those insights 
every second would need separate approach along with 
way of working. Insights need action as well as rather than 
of acting on the weekly basis; such action has been now in 
real-time needed. It would have the effect on culture. Goal 
must be to make that our company the information centric 
company.  

Big idea within the business might generate the 
bigger success however this might in addition lead towards 
the bigger failure that might be detrimental towards the 
organizations health in several manners. For such a reason, 
big usually provides us the pause. Idea held significant 
potential for traffic of each &every digital bit of the 
information i.e. the estimated $400 billion in Enron. Rather 
organization went bankrupt. 

Like the Enron story proves, actual drawback of 
the big has been inherent risk of the failure. Rest of the 
actual drawbacks of the big has been failing to take risk 
along with being marginalized through those who did, like 
it may lead towards the structural shifts in our market. 
Damned when we do, damned when we don’t! 

Rationalizing negatives brings towards mind the 
other drawback of the big. When regularly permits decision 
makers for slipping in the wait & see mind set. For instance, 
we would wait till our competitor’s do that, learn from 
their mistakes as well as apply our individual project while 
time has been right.  

The issue with the approach has been assumption 
that we may fast assemble the team of players to close gap 
opened through competitors who has embraced risks of 
big. Every soccer coach is aware that it has not been the 

scenario i.e. this takes too much of searching along with 
player development for building the A team. And it has 
been even more essential for newly upcoming disciplines in 
which talent has been scarce as well as much of skills along 
with knowledge have been captured on project. Therefore, 
problem has not been if to do or not to do however how to 
begin.  

Process 

Several organization struggles for finding the use 
case, like usually hype along with bigger use cases have 
been associated to evaluation of the machine generated 
data and also some organizations have access towards such 
data. But, there has been the other source of the Big Data, 
which every successful organization has i.e. consumers. 

Customer data includes wealth of information of 
the brand, products, consumer service perceptions, 
customer sentiment along with satisfaction and also their 
effect on the sales. This has been stored as silo applications 
and also thus this seems to be smaller data. However for 
gaining the insight, organizations should evaluate all 
consumer data in their entirety.  

Put consumer data from all the sources along and 
also what do we get? Big Data! This has been both 
structured as well as unstructured, like most of posts 
within the social media, blogs and also emails have been 
unstructured. Such a Big Data has been most specific for 
organizations, like this helps them glean insights in 
behaviors, trends, product problems along with even newer 
product concepts. Systems and also techniques to evaluate 
and also mine this kind of the Big Data have been present. 
Changing our approach to this has been risk we require to 
take. 
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